


CARTOGRAPHIC 
CATEGORY

Third Place
FRD Emergency Response Maps for the             

Fountainhead Regional
Park Mountain Bike Trails

David May
Fire & Rescue

The mountain bike trails at Fountainhead Regional Park and the Bull Run Occoquan Trail are a popular and challenging destination for the region’s 

mountain bike enthusiasts. Unfortunately, these challenging trails also mean bike accidents that sometimes require emergency medical responses by 

Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department (FRD) units and personnel.

We created these maps to assist in the location of medical emergency victims and to determine the fastest access routes and extrication points. 

Previously, too much time was spent in the woods searching for the mountain bikers who needed assistance. Even with the cell phone coordinates of 

the caller obtained by the 911 dispatcher center and provided to the first responders, there was difficulty in determining the quickest way to the 

patient and the best way to remove them. Using an internet-connected device to access trail maps wasn’t the answer.  Often cell phone service and 

internet connectivity isn’t available due to the terrain and remoteness of the trails. After Fire Station 41 received a new Utility Vehicle (UTV), we 

started looking for ways to better utilize it on the mountain bike trails when responding to emergencies within Fountainhead Regional Park. 

Hardcopy maps or digital maps stored on standalone devices was the answer.

The resulting large maps reside in the Battalion Chief’s and EMS Supervisor’s vehicles. In addition, these detailed maps can be accessed in the field 

on FRD-issued iPads as well as at the Department of Public Safety Communications (DPSC) 911 dispatch center. With a more generalized format 

in smaller size, each fire vehicle also carries a letter-size printed version. 

The existing publicly available Fountainhead Park trail maps that were previously carried were accurate trail maps (to scale) but lacked details about 

points along the trails that were significant to first responders. We used Fairfax County’s Geographic Exploration & Mapping (GEM) application 

and other software tools to create these maps. The GEM application was used to obtain the background base map image because it provides a good 

shaded relief elevation base.

Using the Windows Snip tool, the map extent was snipped from the GEM application and used as the background image in Visio. For the “Black 

Trail” map, elevation data could be custom snipped.  Other maps required snipping from individual GEM tiles. Additional data specific to the 

mountain bike trails was georeferenced and retraced onto the elevation background. Finally, additional specific data and the new access routes were 

entered using GPS coordinates.



CARTOGRAPHIC 
CATEGORY

Second Place
Ellanor C Lawrence Park Trail Maps

Andrew DeLuca
John Shafer
Park Authority

Ellanor C Lawrence Park contains an expansive trail network that is heavily used by residents. To improve the visitor experience at the park, new trail wayfinding maps and signage were created and installed at the park. 

Any out of date data on the existing trails and trail related facilities were updated via field data collection to provide the most accurate and up to date maps. Four maps were created for placement at key trailheads as part 

of this project. These maps varied in orientation based on which direction trail users would be entering the park. For example, trail users entering from the North would first encounter a South oriented map to more 

closely match their vantage point. Trail and park elements in these maps have been put into focus along with reference information to provide general orientation. These maps also include a code which can be provided 

to 911 dispatch in the event of an emergency to direct first responders to the caller’s location. Additionally, the maps include a QR code link to the Trail Buddy web application which provides trail and hiking 

information for residents on their smart phone. These new maps are a welcome addition at the park and provide the county’s residents with better information to improve their hiking experience.



CARTOGRAPHIC 
CATEGORY

First Place
Routine Mosquito Trap Sites - 2018

Lauren Lochstampfor
Health Department

The Disease Carrying Insects Program (Health Department, Division of Environmental 

Health) performs weekly adult mosquito surveillance for West Nile virus from May 

through October at 74 static locations throughout the County. At all 74 locations, two 

types of mosquito traps are utilized (CDC Miniature Light Trap and Gravid trap). A third 

trap type (BG Sentinel® trap) is set at 29 of the 74 locations. Mosquito traps are set for 

24 hours, requiring two work days for setting and picking up the traps. For operational 

consistency, routes are created to divide the trapping schedule between morning and 

afternoon routes. The maximum number of traps per route is currently limited by space 

available in the trucks that we use. The routes are set up so that technicians can run a 

route in the morning, return to the office (located in the City of Fairfax) for their lunch 

break, and then run the afternoon route. 

In 2018, using the Network Analyst extension of ArcMap, we created 7 trap routes based 

on our existing trap sites. These routes were created using the constraints of time, the 

number of traps for each route, and the time spent at each trap location. Our eighth route 

was specifically created for a Police training facility, which we perform additional 

services at while setting and picking up traps. 

The resulting Routine Mosquito Trap Sites map was created to show all the trap 

locations and routes. This map was created as a wall map to use for our operations. 

Routes and trap sites are color coordinated. Where routes overlap, hashed colored lines 

were used. We can easily glance at to see if there is a BG Sentinel® trap at a site, the 

trap site names and numbers, and which major roadways are utilized for each route. The 

latter is important when there are traffic incidents and we need to re-route technicians in 

the field. 

The final maps are laminated and can be written on to add notes, to highlight particular 

sites or to point out other locations and their proximity to existing sites.

One additional fun feature of the map that we would like to point out is the utilization of 

our custom DCIP logo as a compass. 



ANALYTIC CATEGORY Third Place
Worlds Collide: Roads & Sewers,

Utilizing GIS to Analyze Utility Impacts of the Transform I-66 Outside the Beltway Project
Tom Grala

Matthew Doyle, Stephanie Thomson, Shwan Fatah, Randall Cyr, Joy Khoshe 
Saleem, Lana Tran, Sharad Regmi, Mohamadi Badana

Capital Facilities



ANALYTIC CATEGORY Second Place
Northern Virginia Training Center Line of Sight Analysis

Dan White
Department of Planning & Zoning

Interactive mapping application

https://bit.ly/2AdQEKA

In the planning phase for the Northern 

Virginia Training Site located along 

Braddock Road, staff and the taskforce 

proposed to create a 3-D model of the 

site to visual impacts on the neighboring 

communities. In the past similar 

exercises, have been performed by our 

GIS staff to visualize the impacts in 

terms of massing models. When the idea 

was brought to our attention, we decided 

to take it a step further and utilize the 

LIDAR data the county acquired to 

perform a line of site analysis. 

In this scenario, we created extruded 

buildings from the buildings GIS layer 

and then created a series of multi-

patches for the proposed buildings, 

observer points and the target sites of the 

proposed buildings. Once those items 

were created a series of geo-processing 

tasks were performed to create the site 

lines and finally to run the line of site 

obstruction.

In conclusion of the analysis, we could 

see where the existing tree canopy (Full 

Leaf) would provide a good buffer for 

the proposed development even with the 

increased height of the new construction. 

However, this not take into effect other 

factors, such as, winter (leaf off) and tree 

removal that would affect the 

neighboring communities.

The taskforce was presented with slides, 

a video created using ArcGIS Pro that 

showcased a couple of scenarios and 

different vantage points and Web Scene 

application that anyone could access and 

view the analysis and data. The 

taskforce really enjoyed the presentation 

and valued the effort put forth to address 

their concerns. Ellen J. Hurley, Planning 

Commissioner for Braddock District, 

stated “This is fantastic. I hope to see 

more representations like this at our 

Planning Commission meetings”.

https://bit.ly/2AdQEKA


ANALYTIC CATEGORY
First Place

Utilizing Collector for ArcGIS, a GoPro, a Bike and an Intrepid 
Intern to Rapidly Assess Hundreds of Miles of Trails

Keith Appler
Bill Schell, Chip Galloway, Shaukat Faheem, Gary M. Much, Steven 

E. Rudy, Sean Poling 
Public Works Director’s Office

Interactive mapping application

https://bit.ly/2J5JJWq

https://bit.ly/2J5JJWq


BEST WEB APPLICATION

Third Place
FRD Management System for 

Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP) 
Program

Yong Kim
Dahae Hwang, Eric K. Fisher, 

Laurie A. Stone, Yoon K. Choi-
Lee, Brian Edmonston, Richard L. 

Merrell 
Fire & Rescue

As Fairfax County continues to transform from a suburban to an urban community, the population density increase results in increased traffic congestion which adversely affects these response times. The challenge to 

responding Fire and Rescue Department (FRD) units is how to reduce response times and travel to the incident safely without increasing risk to the community. 

FRD has response time objectives to deploy emergency medical resources to medical emergencies within 5 minutes and suppression resources to a structure fire so that the first engine company arrives within 5 minutes, 

20 seconds from dispatch. To reduce response times, FRD began an initiative to install emergency vehicle preemption (EVP) technology at signalized intersections. There are approximately 1,000 signalized intersections 

within Fairfax County and when EVP technology is added to a traffic signal it gives priority to FRD units while in an emergency response mode. This is predicted to decrease response times

FRD’s EVP project team collaborates with many internal and external stakeholders: the Board of Supervisors, the County Executive, the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT), the Washington Metropolitan 

Area Transit Authority (WMATA), as well as Fairfax County’s Department of Transportation (FCDOT) and Department of Planning and Zoning (DPZ). 

Within FRD, uniformed staff officers, administrative staff, planners, programmers and analysts all play a role in maintaining the program and the information associated with the program. In 2018, a team of FRD 

programmers and analysts developed a multi-faceted application and an associated data model to improve the FRD EVP business process. This FRD EVP Management System allows FRD staff to track and manage all 

aspects of the program, including:funding, proffers, new installations, and ongoing maintenance and repairs. Correspondence, meeting agendas and minutes, agreements and memorandums of understanding (MOUs) must 

all be filed and maintained as well. The EVP Management System supports all this and includes a GIS-based dashboard that provides staff with the current location and status of the signalized intersections and 

preemption devices. This GIS functionality is integrated within the application.  

During the conceptual phase of the EVP project, FRD GIS became integral by assisting with codifying EVP data. FRD GIS staff created a comprehensive signal data layer to support the project using datasets from 

multiple agencies. FRD now maintains this GIS dataset and makes it available to its partner agencies. A component of the EVP Management System is a GIS application which allows FRD staff who are not GIS analysts 

to maintain this signal dataset layer.



BEST WEB APPLICATION

Second Place
Opportunity Zones
Sophia Dutton

Alexandra Krafchek
Office of Strategy Management for 

Health and Human Services 

County web page -

Opportunity Zones

https://bit.ly/2RNsiOt

Interactive mapping 

application

https://bit.ly/2RRFuSx

Infographic (requires 

download)

https://bit.ly/2OX9PAv

https://bit.ly/2RNsiOt
https://bit.ly/2RRFuSx
https://bit.ly/2OX9PAv


BEST WEB APPLICATION

First Place
Embark Richmond Highway Story Map

Alexis Robinson
Department of Planning & Zoning

Interactive mapping 

application

County web page

https://bit.ly/2q33ENa https://bit.ly/2Cu2T79

The Embark Story Map is a web application that combines the attributes of a written narrative with 

a digital map whose features allow the audience to learn specific details about the Embark 

Comprehensive Plan amendment within the context of the community’s geography. In its design, 

the story map brings to life written narrative and summaries of the approximately 300-page plan 

through interactive maps, three-dimensional renderings, videos, and other visualizations. This is 

not the first story map to be used in this manner by the department, but it is the first to include a 

high level of detail about a planning process, especially of this scale. The platform distills multiple, 

complex aspects of the plan reducing the reliance on technical jargon. The total viewership of the 

story map reached almost 1,200 in just ten months, capturing the impact of the story map on 

accessibility.

Individual sections describe the location and character of the corridor and the corridor-wide and 

community business center (CBC) guidance and vision elements, with links to the comprehensive 

plan and related projects. Story map viewers can easily identify attributes, such as the study 

boundaries and existing land uses, and relate them to conceptual maps in the new plan, Interactive 

maps of the corridor are a main focus, with consistent elements such as the CBC boundaries, 

potential bus rapid transit (BRT) station locations and ½ mile radii. Additional elements that are 

seen at different zoom levels include public facilities, public open space, and current transportation 

facilities. Each tab also includes a narrative of high-level details that would be found on the project 

website or handouts on each topic. 

Graphics such as renderings and images of current and conceptual development within the 

Corridor, specifications for urban design, street facilities networks, open space facilities, and 

videos of community outreach materials and related projects are also included. Over 30 visuals and 

interactives are used in the story map to give as much detail as possible about the plans. One of the 

more challenging aspects of this story map is the two additional story maps that are built into it to 

better convey the information in the Guidance tabs. Those tabs use a layout that allow the viewer to 

scroll through different views of the map, focus on specific CBCs, and pop up larger graphics 

pertaining to the bookmarked topics.

https://bit.ly/2q33ENa
https://bit.ly/2Cu2T79


MOST SIGNIFICANT DATA 
CONTRIBUTOR

Land Survey Branch’s Contribution to National 
Geodetic Survey “GPS on Bench Marks”

Yilia Vega-Claudio
Benjamin L. Neal, Bryan Wilson, Christopher J. 

Jensen, Cody Allen Harp-Taylor, Dennis Vazquez-
Cancel, Gregory B. Harper, Gregg M. Housley, 

Jennifer L. Miller, Martin Ortiz-Gonzalez,  
Matthias Strecker, Tonya R. Mills, Vickie 

McEntire Anglin, Yeoanny Venetsanos 
Capital Facilities

Interactive mapping application

https://bit.ly/2RZgqsQ

Land Survey Branch (LSB) is responsible for GIS spatial data control. Physical monuments are 

spatial control for quality control and analysis of contractor supplied photo imagery, LiDAR data, 

and spatial control for engineering development and construction. National Geodetic Survey 

(NGS) maintains nation-wide mathematical adjustments of spatial values, x, y, and z, or latitude, 

longitude, and elevation. NGS adopts a new mathematical model representing the Earth, and 

publishes values on known points around 2022 when they introduce North American-Pacific 

Geopotential Datum of 2022 (NAPGD2022). 

2022 preparation requires defining the new GEOID18. A geoid is a surface approximating the 

shape of Earth. Through “GPS on Bench Marks,” NGS sought data from surveyors across the 

country to define the geoid. Our data improves the geoid, especially in the mid-Atlantic region. 

Through this project, our monuments contribute to NGS’s models defining the geoid and 

NAPGD2022. This significantly improves our stormwater run-off calculations and accuracy 

predicting flood inundations. Fairfax will have the best possible transformation to future elevation 

models. Every county mission and private undertaking using elevation data benefits. 

LSB will submit GPS observational data from 39 monuments for NGS to include in NAPGD2022 

and publish future positional values. Including our monuments in NGS’s database shifts 

publishing the evolving positional data of these points to NGS. LSB retains responsibility for 

physical monuments. Without this work, Fairfax would be without spatial control data after NGS 

adopts the new models. NGS will support only monuments with new observations submitted to 

this dataset. These control monuments in NAPGD2022 insure accurate spatial control for GIS and 

for construction and land development in Fairfax County. 

Simultaneously observing GPS monument constellations in sessions over four hours, twice or 

more, on each of 39 monuments created “network observations.” GIS aided collecting, 

categorizing, and reporting the network observations. Story Map aided planning these 39 

monument observations. Explorer for ArcGIS web map assisted planning over 200 effective 

routes to recover and visit monuments during network observations. Survey 123 housed collected 

observation metadata. We processed GPS data through an NGS application, OPUS (On-line 

Positioning User Service), then shared with NGS pertinent data for “GPS on Bench Marks.”

https://bit.ly/2RZgqsQ


BEST USE OF GIS FOR PUBLIC 
OUTREACH

Embark Richmond Highway Story Map
Alexis Robinson

Department of Planning & Zoning

Interactive mapping 

application

County web page

https://bit.ly/2q33ENa https://bit.ly/2Cu2T79

https://bit.ly/2q33ENa
https://bit.ly/2Cu2T79


BEST GIS INTEGRATION

Advanced Civil Enforcement System (ACES)
Kimberly Ramm

Tyler Corey, Laura Willey, Justin Sherwood, 
Steven Quesenberry, Jason Travis, David 

Bartee, Sarah Teague, Brandi L. Hart, 
Jacqueline McDowell 

Sheriff’s Office

The Fairfax County Sheriff’s Office, in collaboration with the three Fairfax County Courts 

(Circuit Court & Records (CCR), General District Court (GDC), and Juvenile & Domestic 

Relations District Court (JDRDC)), the Fairfax County Department of Information 

Technology (DIT), the Fairfax County Geographic Information Systems (GIS), and the 

Fairfax County Court Technology Office (CrTO), implemented the Advanced Civil 

Enforcement System (ACES), a ground-breaking, hybrid solution automating and 

integrating the civil enforcement processes between the Sheriff’s Office and the three Fairfax 

County Courts. The system provides a comprehensive civil process solution, with real-time 

workload management capabilities while prioritizing, tracking, serving and executing legal 

documents on individuals and businesses in civil matters throughout Fairfax County. ACES 

interfaces with the Fairfax County Geographic Information System (GIS) ArcGIS improving 

the Sheriff’s Office efficiencies with real-time automated document sorting into service 

areas with custom routing, mapping, and geofencing.  As papers are transmitted or entered 

into the system, the GIS ArcGIS validates all addresses, reducing time spent on manual 

verification. The system runs within a secure, stable cloud infrastructure that includes 

automated redundancy and backup features.  ACES is an innovative solution transmitting 

service data over cellular and Wi-Fi networks to create an easy-to-use, state-of-the-art civil 

process system.



BEST GIS INTEGRATION Mobile Mosquito Management – A GIS Mobile App Initiative
Lauren Lochstampfor

Health Department

Web map

https://bit.ly/2PEIMH8

County web page

https://bit.ly/2PCK0CD

The Health Department performs routine mosquito inspections of 

county-maintained stormwater dry ponds where inspectors check 

ponds for immature mosquitoes and treat with a larvicide, as needed. 

The inspection program began in 2016. 

In 2017, over 8,100 site inspections were performed, 35,000 mosquito 

larvae were collected and identified, and about 675 pesticide 

applications were made. In early 2018, staff began working on a 

mobile solution to field and site navigation, as well as field and lab 

data collection, using two ArcGIS mobile applications: Collector and 

Survey 123. A staff member taught herself how to customize 

Collector and Survey123 with the goal of leveraging available 

technical and software resources to increase staff efficiency in the 

field and lab by reducing reliance on over 1,400 physical maps and 

scores of handwritten forms (inspection, larval identification, 

pesticide treatment records) while maintaining consistent, reliable 

data collection. Previously, all handwritten forms were later entered 

into electronic spreadsheets, which took at least 100 staff hours. The 

apps were customized for program-specific needs and field trials were 

performed by program staff prior to rollout in Spring 2018.

The geodatabase developed for Collector was based on the physical 

maps and inspection forms. A point layer captured basic site 

information (e.g., site identifier, site address, access comments, and 

photos) for all existing routine inspection locations. Three additional 

layers were created that related back to the point “site” layer: 

inspections, treatments, and identifications. 

Survey123 was leveraged to eliminate paper forms and 

documentation. Each related layer had a survey created within 

Survey123 to capture the required inspection information based on 

the site conditions present. Other functionalities include photo 

documentation, area measurements based on physical location and 

aerial imagery, and conversion calculations (e.g., square feet to acres) 

when determining pesticide application rates/quantities. 

Using Collector, custom URL callouts launch the requisite survey in 

Survey123 and pull through relevant record information such as site 

GUID, site identifier and site address. The URL callouts greatly 

reduce data entry error and allow for consistent information to pass 

from the site into each survey. 

Work progress can be monitored in real-time with minimal data 

clean-up. Field staff benefit from having previous inspection 

information available to them. Program staff can share information 

cross-agency with DPWES and more easily respond to public 

complaints or inquiries regarding mosquito concerns and dry ponds. 

As the program expands, additional apps to monitor non-routine 

inspections will be created.

https://bit.ly/2PEIMH8
https://bit.ly/2PCK0CD


Interactive mapping application

https://bit.ly/2QUns0B

This app will guide you on a walking tour of stormwater management facilities around the Fairfax County Government Center. The purpose of the facilities is to collect runoff, control flooding, encourage detention & 

infiltration and improve water quality.

The GIS story map was created as a "rainy day option" for the Chesapeake Bay Commission, which met in Fairfax County in September and toured the Government Center's stormwater management facilities. The 

Commission is a policy leader in the restoration of Chesapeake Bay and serves as a liaison to Congress. 

On this walking tour you will see wet and dry ponds, a native meadow, restored streams, an automated valve, bioretention areas, vegetated swales, permeable pavers, a step pool storm conveyance system, and a 

rainwater harvesting feature. 

The next time you take a walk around the Government Center campus trails, open the new GIS app and learn about the variety of stormwater management facilities in use. You can take the tour from your desktop, too. 

There are lots of photos, and the facility descriptions are short and sweet.

https://bit.ly/2QUns0B






County web page -

Medallion

https://bit.ly/2RUw3Se

County web page -

Opportunity Zones

https://bit.ly/2RNsiOt

Interactive mapping 

application

https://bit.ly/2Ov9yoE

https://bit.ly/2RUw3Se
https://bit.ly/2RNsiOt
https://bit.ly/2Ov9yoE


Interactive mapping application

https://bit.ly/2Ov9yoE

https://bit.ly/2Ov9yoE


County web page -

Medallion

https://bit.ly/2RUw3Se

County web page –

Interactive Map Gallery -

Demographics

https://bit.ly/2QThqgE

County web page –

Interactive Map Gallery -

Income

https://bit.ly/2Ovx0SK

https://bit.ly/2RUw3Se
https://bit.ly/2QThqgE
https://bit.ly/2Ovx0SK


Interactive mapping application

https://bit.ly/2pVXIoZ

https://bit.ly/2pVXIoZ


Transportation Plan Data

Thomas A. Wampler, Dahae Hwang, 

Arpita Chatterjee

Department of Transportation

The Transportation Plan (TransPlan) is an element of the 

Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan and serves as a guide for 

long-range transportation development in the County.  The 

Transportation Plan Map (TPM), adopted in 2006, illustrated 

the existing and planned elements of our multi-modal 

transportation system.  Updates to the TPM followed a two-

year schedule and required researching individual amendments 

to the Comprehensive Plan to determine how they should be 

displayed.  The original GIS data consisted of little more than 

a classification type and a field to track if a feature had been 

removed from the plan; removal would not specify if the 

feature had been implemented and built or removed from 

consideration.  The current dataset now contains over 1300 

features under a standardized attribute schema that includes 

the name of the feature, To/From information for streets, 

planning district(s) and if the feature is part of a special 

planning area with additional requirements as outlined in the 

Comprehensive Plan, amendment & date tracking for when 

features are modified, and expanded status information to 

reflect phases of completion.

By standardizing the attribute information that constitute the 

Transportation Plan, seven ‘Grid of Streets’ located in several 

special areas of the TPM (Tysons, Franconia-Springfield, 

Baileys Crossroads, Reston, Innovation Center, Seven 

Corners, Richmond Highway) were able to be brought into the 

TPM reducing the number of separate feature classes from 

fourteen to six and reducing separate geodatabases to the 

single Enterprise Geodatabase.  This centralized location 

allows for users of the TPM data to easily retrieve the latest 

information as amendments to the Comprehensive Plan are 

made and implemented.  Using the new TPM dataset as a 

template, other Comprehensive Plan components such as the 

Bike Master Plan and Trails Plan, are being updated to meet 

similar standards as the TPM dataset.



Reston Safe December DWI(D) Enforcement and 

Education Initiative

Brandi T. Horita

Police Department

The purpose of this project was to supplement the Reston District Police 

Station’s “High Impact,” driving while under the influence of alcohol or 

drugs DWI(D) enforcement plan. These plans targeted strategic date ranges 

and times surrounding the end-of-year and New Year holidays and festivities. 

These high impact efforts included Reston patrol officers completing 

proactive patrol during their assigned shift and looking for motorists 

exhibiting signs of driving while impaired. 

Clusters of crash incidents may be indicative of roadways in which drunk or 

drugged drivers are frequently traveling; either because the roadway is a 

major thoroughfare and/or because of proximity to locations providing 

alcoholic beverages. Plotting these locations in our local district allows us to 

visualize roadways where intoxicated drivers are frequenting. Alcohol and 

drug related crashes are included on this map so that we may decide where to 

concentrate resources to provide the maximum reduction in the number of 

impaired motorists on the roadways and subsequently, potentially prevent 

injury and death. The most accurate and recently available alcohol and drug 

crash data from the Virginia, Traffic Records Electronic Data System 

(TREDS) was used to plot the map incidents 

The overall scheme of the map elements, colors, simple shapes, legend and 

the “blow-out” portion was created for ease of use and quick recall. It was 

displayed in large poster size in the roll-call room where it could be widely 

viewed and discussed pre-shift or used for operational awareness in patrol’s 

everyday traffic safety efforts. The map was segmented to the Reston District 

police service area with the blown-out portion including the Reston Town 

Center, an area where many drinking establishments and restaurants are 

concentrated within the district. Major streets are labeled for reference 

purposes. The map project was provided to patrol and Reston Station 

Commanders as part of a complete package including a strategic schedule and 

locations for proactive patrol, education for officers (training), education for 

our community and businesses, resources available, SoberRide initiatives, 

and finally our community partnerships and outreach.  

The results of the use of the enforcement and education planning package by 

the Reston District Police Station may be measured by the number of 

DWI(D) arrests made on our roadways during these special enforcement 

campaigns. 



Aerial Imagery and Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal 

Yorka Crespo, Peggy Kitzmiller

Department of Tax Administration

The Virtual Neighborhood Walk (VNW) Program was initiated to reduce cost, leverage our 

integrated CAMA system and assist in meeting the International Association of Assessing 

Officers’ standards for data collection and data quality. Changes in the county budget and to 

county practices have required the Department of Tax Administration (DTA) Real Estate 

Division (RED) to become more resourceful to meet our goals. At one time the county had a 

team of data collectors, going door to door, inspecting the exterior of residential properties to 

update records. With budget cutbacks, we no longer have a Data Collector team and appraisers 

have now taken on this role.  

In 2015 DTA RED contracted Pictometry/Eagleview to analyze our 2011 and 2013 aerial 

imagery.  Their analysis identified changes to residential structures by outlining all structures 

from 2011 and overlaying those images over 2013.  They then identified a percent change of the 

structure based on the original and new areas. This project was repeated for the 2015 fly over 

images. To maximize the effectiveness, appraisers focused on reviewing parcels with major 

changes. The project proved effective but, it came with a cost. When the 2017 flyover images 

became available, DTA RED decided to wait and see if they could develop their own project for 

systematically reviewing aerial images. The division already had all the necessary components 

in place, as an aerial platform had already been fully integrated into the appraisal software (Tyler 

Technologies iasWorld). Analysts simply had to create the framework to identify, track and 

report parcels reviewed via aerial imagery and appraisers had to be able to review properties 

easily and systematically while tracking their progress.

Fortunately, iasWorld has the flexibility to allow the analysts to create new project codes and 

new reporting tools to make it possible to work VNW from completely within the iasWorld

system.  The entire residential team had to work together to make it happen.

Using reporting tools provided by analysts, the residential supervising appraisers had to identify 

neighborhoods that required a complete review. Analysts then created 5 new codes in iasWorld

to identify stages of completion of the VNW project. These stages were used to track the project 

at a parcel level. The list of neighborhoods requiring review were provided to the analyst, and 

parcel records were updated in batch. Appraisers received training on how to identify, research 

and update property records in iasWorld. 

The project was very successful.  Appraisers saved time by having all the necessary applications 

within one system. They could compare aerial images to our sketches, review permits and sales 

data, and review notes from other appraisers etc. The project provided an efficient means to 

verify the uniformity and accuracy of data for an entire neighborhood at one time.



County web page –

STAMP Program

https://bit.ly/2HSww2y

County web page –

STAMP Participants

https://bit.ly/2AfkPAI

Interactive mapping 

application

https://bit.ly/2q02qlv

The STAMP Program web application was designed to promote 

awareness of the Health Department’s STAMP (Safety Through 

Actively Managing Practices) program and to highlight program 

participants. STAMP is a voluntary enrollment program aimed at 

assessing and promoting proactive food safety practices and 

recognizing food service establishments for their food safety 

management systems. Proactive use of Active Managerial Control 

(AMC) helps establishments provide safe food to the community.

A food service operation that is successfully enrolled in the program 

has a marker placed on the web application, which is available to the 

public on the Health Department’s website. Site users can use the 

Near Me tool to search for STAMP participants that are located within 

a certain distance of a specified address. Users can also search for a 

specific STAMP program participant by typing in the name of the 

facility. 

The web application allows for easy identification and location of 

STAMP program participants. Enrollees have passed a rigorous 

evaluation of their food handling practices, so citizens may dine at 

these facilities with the confidence that foodborne illness risk factors 

are being controlled through proactive food safety management 

practices. It is a goal of the program to empower citizens to make 

informed decisions about where they eat. The web application 

provides an easy mechanism by which they can identify restaurants 

that demonstrate best practices in food safety. It is also a goal of the 

program that the positive recognition associated with enrollment and 

identification on the web application will encourage food service 

operators to strive for participation by beginning or improving the use 

of AMC in their operations. 

https://bit.ly/2HSww2y
https://bit.ly/2AfkPAI
https://bit.ly/2q02qlv


County web page

https://bit.ly/2PCs8I4

Interactive mapping 

application – Soils Viewer

https://bit.ly/2AfHNb7

Interactive mapping 

application – Floodplain 

Viewer

https://bit.ly/2pX5Qpa

]

Land Development Services exists to ensure development in Fairfax County occurs in a safe and sustainable manner. The plans reviewed, permits issued and inspections completed touch thousands of parcels each year. 

This line of business is a natural fit for the technology of GIS.  The process to initiate a GIS program in LDS has evolved over the past two years from a vague idea to a well-articulated program.  

A massive assessment effort was completed in 2017 to study the level of familiarity and extensiveness of GIS use by LDS staff. As a first step in providing base-line training to LDS staff, mandatory GEM training was 

conducted. A full-time GIS analyst was hired in April of 2018 and he began working with a Steering Committee, comprised of LDS staff, to establish the following vision for the integration of GIS in LDS:

The GIS program will promote and implement a vision of a land development process where GIS is intrinsic in nature, and establish the milestones to get there. A well-trained staff utilizing the most current GIS 

technology in their daily work flow is what will bring this vision to life. This GIS program will seek to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of LDS services by capitalizing on GIS resources available, identifying 

unmet needs that additional GIS customization or applications could meet, and increasing its use agency-wide. The success of this program will ultimately lead to improved productivity and overall time to market for our 

customers.

Within the past six months, LDS has pursued many tasks and initiatives aimed to bring LDS closer to realizing this vision. The GIS analyst has developed processes for collecting and maintaining new GIS data layers; met 

with dozens of LDS staff to understand lines of business and find opportunities to leverage GIS to improve efficiencies; developed online public-facing GIS applications to improve the customer experience; and served as a 

GIS technical advisor in the massive LDS effort to develop a new permitting database (PLUS). Whereas two years ago, most LDS staff were skeptical about the applicability of GIS to their day-to-day work, we are now 

seeing a rapid increase in use and understanding of the technology; many are now coming up with their own ideas for new tools and applications.  These efforts to integrate GIS into the existing LDS processes have been 

warmly received by LDS staff and are improving our service to customers each day.

https://bit.ly/2PCs8I4
https://bit.ly/2AfHNb7
https://bit.ly/2pX5Qpa


Interactive mapping 

application

https://bit.ly/2Pc3b9G

Site Analysis Case Tracking Application

Jeffrey Hermann, Thomas Wampler, Amy Muir, Dahae Hwang

Department of Transportation

Site Analysis Staff were independently tracking zoning applications in Microsoft Excel, with duplicative info. We programmed an application, and associated web interface to see/input all the info we needed to track. 

We also added functionality to the mapping interface by overlaying other DOT data to reference Fairfax Connector routes and Capital Projects. Staff routinely update the case info in the application/database (at least 

once a week), and other sections in the department can reference the web mapping interface without risk of changing any of the data, to ensure we are coordinating zoning case review with hundreds of Fairfax 

Connector routes and capital projects. This has significantly streamlined the Site Analysis tracking and case review operation, and enabled us to collect several key metrics about how we process applications, staff 

needs and workload, and helps further refine and expedite our daily work.

As far as aesthetics and ease of use, both the mapping interface as well as the data input application are simple, and well thought-out. We produced a simple user guide to assist users to learn how to use and navigate 

the application as well as enter data and create database entry relations (cases that are related to each other can be related so the user only needs to enter data once for multiple entries).

The web GIS interface is simple, well thought out, and cartographically simple. Certain layers like schools, parks, certain connector routes are left off when you first view the webpage, but available to turn on should 

you need to reference them. This is intentional to not confuse the user.

Holistically, this application has changed Site Analysis’ arcane and outdated methods for tracking thousands of records. It has enabled other areas of the department to gather data quickly so they can stay in the loop as 

case review progresses.

https://bit.ly/2Pc3b9G


The Fairfax County Department of Transportation is currently working on several walkway projects throughout Fairfax County. The first stage of a walkway project is called preliminary engineering design. A 

walkway project at this stage must address existing topographic conditions. The construction of a walkway typically can require regrading which involves either cutting into an existing slope (a cut slope), or filling in 

an area (a fill section). This kind of construction is typically referred to as “cut and fill”. Cut and fill can help with the alignment of a walkway that allows for easier use by pedestrians, cyclists, and people with 

disabilities, as well as fulfill other walkway design requirements. Cut and fill is typically conveyed graphically using diagrams called “cross sections”. A great definition of a cross section comes from the book titled 

Cartographic Grounds: Projecting the Landscape Imaginary (Desimini, Waldheim, and Mostafavi) that defines it as being: “A drawing cut along a predetermined line perpendicular to the plan view to reveal 

elevation, depth, and structural and material composition.” Cross sections are often created at the final engineering design stage for a walkway project, but these require extensive data that come in the way of land 

surveying. Land surveys can be very expensive and are not typically done at the preliminary engineering design stage of a project. One way to create cross sections is to use ArcGIS 3D Analyst. Using 3D Analyst and 

the Fairfax County 2009 Digital Elevation Model, cross sections can be created using the “Profile Graph” tool. Profile graphs can be imported into Microsoft Publisher and edited to show proposed cut and fill profiles. 

These can show proposed cross sectional slopes (grades) and grading construction limits. These figures can show elevation and horizontal data that are typically given in feet. This method is significantly different than 

what has typically been done where assessments of existing topographic conditions and proposed improvements could only be done using contour maps, field visits, and verbal descriptions. While the proposed 

methodology is limited in accuracy compared to an actual land survey, it does give more dimensional information than what is currently provided in a walkway preliminary engineering design study. This could 

potentially be of value at the final engineering design phase of a walkway project. 



Woodglen Lake Emergency Spillway

Chip Galloway

Public Works Director’s Office

This map was created in ArcPro using many techniques to give the 

appearance of a historic map. The focus of this map is Woodglen Lake in the 

Braddock District. An emergency spillway was constructed to control the 

release of storm flows in excess of the design discharge from a detention 

facility.

A dam is a man-made barrier that impounds (i.e., collects and confines) 

water. Dams can serve various functions, such as to control or store runoff, 

provide drinking water, provide recreational opportunities and more. In 

Fairfax County, most dams are constructed earth with a concrete control 

structure. There are thousands of small stormwater management facilities in 

the county that utilize dams to store excess stormwater runoff from our land 

in a dry pond or a wet pond. 

A vegetated emergency spillway is an open channel, usually trapezoidal in 

cross-section that is constructed beside an embankment. It consists of an inlet 

channel, a control section, and an exit channel, and is lined with erosion-

resistant vegetation. The purpose of a vegetated emergency spillway is to 

convey flows that are greater than the principal spillway’s design discharge at 

a non-erosive velocity to an adequate receiving channel.
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https://bit.ly/2yqmzpB https://bit.ly/2yUVaf9 https://bit.ly/2Ove8nc

https://bit.ly/2yqmzpB
https://bit.ly/2yUVaf9
https://bit.ly/2Ove8nc


The Fairfax County Land Survey Branch (LSB) performs 

countless as-built field surveys of new and existing 

infrastructure for various capital projects throughout the 

year. Much of their survey work includes data of interest 

for stormwater infrastructure such as structure location (X, 

Y), type, rim elevation and in and out elevations for 

upstream and downstream pipes. It was recognized by 

LSB staff that this survey grade data was not being utilized 

to its full potential and should be incorporated into the 

county’s GIS stormwater infrastructure network 

(StormNet). Department of Public Works and 

Environmental Services (DPWES) GIS staff began 

collaborating with the Land Survey Branch to begin 

working towards a feasible update process. 

LSB staff were already capturing and logging survey data 

in the field and then post processing that data in 

customized Excel workbooks. Traditionally all Land 

Survey Branch (LSB) as-built data was kept in 

handwritten formats in paper fieldbooks. This process was 

lengthy and required additional steps to transfer from 

paper to the digital realm where all of today’s actual work 

takes place. This Excel custom spreadsheet was developed 

to meet the needs of our changing industry and allow for 

seamless integration with our AUTOCAD systems and 

digital field data collection. This has yielded many time-

saving, and accuracy-increasing benefits within LSB, by 

reducing the number of hands the work must pass through 

before reaching its client.  

Though the survey workbook included all the necessary 

data to import and update StormNet, it was not in a 

compatible format for ArcGIS geoprocessing tools to 

create the necessary GIS features like pipes which require 

a from point (X, Y) and to point (X, Y) to be identified. It 

was determined that augmenting the custom workbook to 

add an additional calculated worksheet for the translation 

of the pipe attributes to GIS features was essential.

A Python-based geoprocessing tool was then developed to 

convert the required custom Excel worksheets to 

geodatabase tables to then process and translate them into 

GIS features within the StormNet data model. Over time 

this effort will improve the accuracy of the GIS 

stormwater infrastructure network and lead to improved 

utilization of the survey data that is continuously being 

collected by LSB staff. There are more opportunities to 

incorporate survey data into GIS infrastructure layers at 

the county and this tool is a template that can be modified 

to work towards that.



County web page

https://bit.ly/2Aif0Tl

https://bit.ly/2Aif0Tl


The county currently occupies most of the space at the Heritage Building in Annandale. That lease will expire in 2019 and the county is considering relocating to the East County Human Services. A multi-

agency committee was formed to conduct a needs assessment in Human Service Region 2, and determine how many clients are traveling to the Heritage Site. Based on the information from CSB, DFS, and 

Health, we built four thematic maps that showed the ZIP codes across Fairfax County and non-Fairfax County associated with the number of clients who visited the current location to access various services 

during the 2017 fiscal year. 

The maps were composed of the county border, political jurisdictions, and ZIP code layers, all accessed via the FFX DataLoader. We used the Health Department district office point layer, displayed with a 

building outline symbol, and shaded the Annandale District Office located at the Heritage building with either red or white to signify the focus site. Each ZIP code was labeled and color coded to identify client 

density. The total number of clients per ZIP code was also displayed on the DFS and combined agency map. 

Maplex label engine was used for all the label features displayed on the maps and the tabular presentation on each map was created using the draw tool with text box insert. 

The Region 2 Manager of the Department of Neighborhood and Community presented the maps to the County Executive Office and later wrote “...maps which very clearly and masterfully show those ZIP codes 

across Region 2…”  





The redevelopment of North Hill will transform it into a mixed income, affordable and market rate housing community comprised of multifamily rental apartments and for-sale townhomes. Extensive 

research shows how the area has changed. The data collected for this map project involved researching maps from the Library of Congress and the history of the area. 

The data used for this map project is an example of the visual information the agency presents to our community and stakeholders concerning prospective or ongoing developments, presenting the positive 

transformations of the area. The use of mapping and GIS allows the agency to create a graphic story of the history and transformation of development projects like the Residences at North Hill. This display 

will be integral in furthering community involvement and interest in the project.


